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An inside look at seven of the most harrowing and significant Special Operations missions ever. Courage beyond reason. Loyalty beyond
faith. Perseverance in the face of overwhelming adversity. These are just some of the qualities of the members of the U.S. Special Operation
Forces. BEYOND HELL AND BACK details the seven defining Special Ops missions that have made the Special Operation Forces the best
fighting unit in the world, including: *THE RESCUE OF BAT-21: The largest and longest Combat Search and Rescue mission in the Vietnam
War lasted 17 days and cost the lives of 13 Americans—all to rescue one man and the invaluable knowledge he alone possessed. * TASK
FORCE NORMANDY: Planned in secrecy and executed with flawless efficiency, Task Force Normandy was an Army/Air Force Special
Operations joint op that fired the opening shots behind enemy lines in Operation Desert Storm. *OPERATION EAGLE CLAW: The
devastating Special Forces operation mounted to retrieve 52 American hostages in Iran resulted in the deaths of eight members of the rescue
team. This failure ultimately led to the creation of Special Operations Command. *BASHER 52: Captain Scott O'Grady was shot down over
the "no fly" zone above Bosnia, and his daring rescue was one of the Marine Corps' finest operations ever. These are a few of the dramatic
true tales that represent the defining moments that helped shape the operational methods, planning, and deployment for all future Special
Ops missions. BEYOND HELL AND BACK is the greatest collection of Spec Ops missions ever assembled.
Insurgent, Raiders and Bandits explores the history of irregular warfare over the past 250 years through the lives and campaigns ofFrom w
the greatest masters of this mode of conflict. The book not only tells their stories, but shapes an alternate history of the world as seen through
the eyes of those who made up for their small numbers with clever, unorthodox methods that often brought them victory. Their lesson for
military affairs in our time must not be ignored.
This retelling of the One Thousand and One Nights tale "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves," set in tenth-century Baghdad, is told from the
perspective of Marjana, the girl who saves Ali Baba, and brings a fresh perspective to the classic story! Marjana and her little brother, Jamal,
who have been slaves of Ali Baba's cruel brother ever since their mother died, are kidnapped by the Forty Thieves one night. They are able
to escape, but Marjana is worried for Jamal, as he becomes drawn to their lifestyle and joins a street gang. When Marjana meets Saja, a
slave who works at the bathhouse, who's also concerned about her little brother, Badi, becoming involved with the street gangs, Saja and
Marjana try to get their brothers to become friends, and in turn, become friends themselves, despite Marjana's initial reluctance. Marjana's
mistress, however, is more worried about what her husband's fortune will be and convinces Marjana to spy on him when the fortune-teller
Abu-Zayed visits. Abu-Zayed predicts that Ali Baba will end up far richer and greater, which sends Marjana's master into a panic, especially
when he learns that Ali Baba has found the secret of the Forty Thieves' cave, which indicates that the fortune is coming true. Can Marjana
save her brother from joining the street gangs, all the while helping Ali Baba from the wrath of the Forty Thieves?
Marina Benjamin grew up in London, feeling estranged from her family's Middle Eastern ways, refusing to speak Arabic or eat their food. But
when Benjamin had her own child a few years ago, she realised that she was losing her link to the past, inspiring a journey to Baghdad and
into her family's history. Her discoveries will haunt anyone who seeks to understand a country whose ongoing struggles continue to command
the world's attention. By turns moving and funny, Last Days in Babylon is an adventure story, a riveting history and a timely reminder that
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behind today's headlines are real people whose lives are caught in the crossfire of misunderstanding, prejudice and ambition.
The adventurous stories of the greatest explorers in history, illustrated with hundreds of evocative portraits, photographs, paintings, and
maps. Marco Polo, Ferdinand Magellan, David Livingstone, Amelia Earhart, Neil Armstrong: these are some of the greatest travelers of all
time. This book chronicles their stories and many more, describing epic voyages of discovery and exploration, from the extraordinary
migrations out of Africa by our earliest ancestors to the latest voyages into space. In antiquity, we follow Alexander the Great to the Indus and
Hannibal across the Alps; in medieval times we trek beside Genghis Khan and Ibn Battuta. The Renaissance brought Columbus to the
Americas and the circumnavigation of the world. The following centuries saw gaps in the global maps filled by Tasman, Bering, and Cook,
and journeys made for scientific purposes, most famously by von Humboldt and Darwin. In modern times, the last inhospitable ends of the
earth were reached including both poles and the world's highest mountain and new elements were conquered. Here are human stories of
great triumph and success, but also of terrible hardships, tragedy, and astonishing courage in adversity. An incredible team of contributors
from distinguished historians and writers to travelers and explorers bring firsthand experience to the journeys and places they describe. The
contributors include Robert Ballard, Barry Cunliffe, Ranulph Fiennes, Pen Hadow, John Hemming, Robin Knox-Johnston, Christopher
Ondaatje, and Simon Winchester.
South Armagh was first described as "Bandit Country" by Merlyn Rees when he was Northern Ireland's Secretary of State, and for nearly
three decades it has been the most dangerous posting in the world for soldiers. Toby Harnden has stripped away the myth and propaganda
associated with South Armagh to produce one of the most compelling and important books of the subject. Drawing on secret documents and
interviews in South Armagh’s recent history, he tells the inside story of how the IRA came close to bringing the British state to its knees. For
the first time, the identities of the men behind the South Quay and Manchester bombings are revealed. Packed with new information,Bandit
Countrypenetrates the IRA and the security forces in South Armagh.
A close presidential election in November could well come down to contested states or even districts--an election decided by vote theft? It
could happen this year. Based on Greg Palast and Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.'s investigative reporting for Rolling Stone and BBC television,
Billionaires & Ballot Bandits: How to Steal an Election in 9 Easy Steps might be the most important book published this year--one that could
save the election. Billionaires & Ballot Bandits names the filthy-rich sugar-daddies who are super-funding the Super-PACs of both
parties--billionaires with nicknames like "The Ice Man," "The Vulture" and, of course, The Brothers Koch. Told with Palast's no-holds-barred,
reporter-on-the-beat style, the facts as he lays them out are staggering. What emerges in Billionaires & Ballot Bandits is the never-before-told-
story of the epic battle being fought behind the scenes between the old money banking sector that still supports Obama, and the new hedge
fund billionaires like Paul Singer who not only support Romney but also are among his key economic advisors. Although it has not been
reported, Obama has shown some backbone in standing up to the financial excesses of the men behind Romney. Billionaires & Ballot
Bandits exposes the previously unreported details on how operatives plan to use the hundreds of millions in Super-PAC money pouring into
this election. We know the money is pouring in, but Palast shows us the convoluted ways the money will be used to suppress your vote. The
story of the billionaires and why they want to buy an election is matched with the nine ways they can steal the election. His story of the
sophisticated new trickery will pick up on Palast's giant New York Times bestseller, The Best Democracy Money Can Buy.
In this often moving, sometimes wry account of life in Baghdad during the first war on Iraq and in exile in the years following, Iraqi-born,
British-educated artist Nuha al-Radi shows us the effects of war on ordinary people. She recounts the day-to-day realities of living in a city
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under siege, where food has to be consumed or thrown out because there is no way to preserve it, where eventually people cannot sleep
until the nightly bombing commences, where packs of stray dogs roam the streets (and provide her own dog Salvi with a harem) and rats
invade homes. Through it all, al-Radi works at her art and gathers with neighbors and family for meals and other occasions, happy and sad.
In the wake of the war, al-Radi lives in semi-exile, shuttling between Beirut and Amman, travelling to New York, London, Mexico and Yemen.
As she suffers the indignities of being an Iraqi in exile, al-Radi immerses us in a way of life constricted by the stress and effects of war and
embargoes, giving texture to a reality we have only been able to imagine before now. But what emanates most vibrantly from these diaries is
the spirit of endurance and the celebration of the smallest of life’s joys.
Based on Evan Wright's National Magazine Award-winning story in Rolling Stone, this is the raw, firsthand account of the 2003 Iraq invasion
that inspired the HBO® original mini-series. Within hours of 9/11, America’s war on terrorism fell to those like the twenty-three Marines of the
First Recon Battalion, the first generation dispatched into open-ended combat since Vietnam. They were a new pop-culture breed of
American warrior unrecognizable to their forebears—soldiers raised on hip hop, video games and The Real World. Cocky, brave, headstrong,
wary and mostly unprepared for the physical, emotional and moral horrors ahead, the “First Suicide Battalion” would spearhead the blitzkrieg
on Iraq, and fight against the hardest resistance Saddam had to offer. Hailed as “one of the best books to come out of the Iraq war”(Financial
Times), Generation Kill is the funny, frightening, and profane firsthand account of these remarkable men, of the personal toll of victory, and of
the randomness, brutality and camaraderie of a new American War.
Analyzes developments in the rise of the Ottoman Empire, from 1280 to 1808, and its modernization and demise in the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries
An on-the-ground commander describes his brigade's first year in Iraq after the U.S. forces seized Baghdad in the spring of 2003, and
explains what went right and wrong as the U.S. military confronted an insurgency, in a firsthand analysis of success and failure in Iraq.
This work is comprised of verbatim accounts taken from the pilots who flew the unarmed F-117 Nighthawk into the “mother of all battles” -
and returned without so much as a scratch on their aircraft. Included are accounts of evading Iraqi fighters during the early days, fears of the
“golden BB,” incredible secondary explosions, and re-selection of targets well after the release of a guided bomb. Included with the personal
accounts are technical facts and details on the F-117 making this the most comprehensive book ever published on the subject. Includes
maps and full color images of special squadron emblems and patches.
In Baghdad , Lina is trying to lead a normal life, but politi keep intruding. Violent government coups are almost annual events and it's difficult
for a child to understand what's going on or who to believe. The need for secrecy means Lina cannot tell her best friend that they are just
waiting for the right moment to flee. It is the 1960s and Lina is part of the dwindling Jewish community... Mona Yahia was born in Baghdad in
1954 and escaped with her family to Israel in 1970. In 1985 she moved to Germany to study fine arts and has remained there ever since.
Winner of the Jewish Quarterly Wingate Prize for Fiction 2001 'Yahia rolls Baghdad around her tongue, savouring its suks, smells, and
sweetmeats (reading her makes one hungry). This is a truly exotic novel, but it's also a coming-of-age work in which the almost imperceptible
transformation from childhood to adolescence is saltily observed and never sentimentalised. Yahia's prose courses with insight and wit. Her
deftness of touch means that, despite its subject-matter, this novel never becomes a bleak tale of religious persecution, but remains a fresh
story about adolescent experience in adversity - with parallels in the most unlikely places.' Anne Karpf, The Guardian 'The novel powerfully
conveys the author's outrage, as well as her nostalgia for her native land.' The Times 'Yahia's writing evokes both the sensuality of domestic
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intimacy...alongside the horror of public hangings...When the Grey Beetles Took Over Baghdad is most politically sophisticated, and also
most poignant, when it explores questions of language and identity.' Alev Adil, Times Literary Supplement
In April 2003, after brief combat, Baghdad fell under US control and the Coalition Provisional Authority was formed to maintain order until a
new Iraqi government became a reality. This book details the stabilization operations and the experiences of US Task Force 1st Armored
Division (TF 1AD), whose soldiers lived and fought under extreme conditions and whose activities were center stage in the controversial
debate surrounding the initial occupation of Iraq. Soldiers' personal experiences from recruitment, training, and armed combat to their
aftermath and effects emerge from interviews and new documentation by author Kenneth W. Estes in his account of this crucial military
campaign.
In Washington, CIA operative Todd Van Buren meets with a Washington Post investigative reporter who has uncovered strong evidence that
a powerful lobbyist has formed a shadowy group called the Friday Club, a cabal whose members include high-ranking men inside the
government: a White House adviser, a three star general at the Pentagon, deputy secretaries at the State Department, Homeland Security,
the FBI and even the CIA. That afternoon Van Buren, son-in-law of the legendary spy Kirk McGarvey, is brutally gunned down because of
what he's been told. The same evening the reporter and his family are killed, all traces of the shadow group erased. A grief stricken
McGarvey is drawn into the most far-reaching and bizarre investigation of his career, the stakes of which could destabilize the U.S.
government, and shake the foundations of the world financial order. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
From his cage in a putrid, overcrowded Indian gaol, Paul Jordan reflects on a life lived on the edge and curses the miscalculation that robbed
him of his freedom. His childhood, marred by the loss of his father and brother, produce a young man hell bent on being the best of the best -
an ambition he achieves by being selected to join the elite SAS. He survives the gut-wrenching training regime, deployment to the jungles of
Asia and the horrors of genocide in Rwanda before leaving the army to embark on a career as a security adviser. His new life sees him
pursuing criminals and gun-toting bandits in Papua New Guinea and the Solomons, protecting CNN newsmen as the US 7th Cavalry storms
into Baghdad with the outbreak of the Iraq War, and facing death on a massive scale as he accompanies reporters into the devastated
Indonesian town of Banda Aceh, flattened by the Boxing Day tsunami. During his 24 days in an Indian gaol, Paul Jordan discovers that
friendship and human dignity somehow survive the filth and deprivation. This is a personal account of a tough, hardened fighter who suddenly
finds himself totally dependent on others for his every need. The Easy Day was Yesterday is fast paced, brutally honest and raw, but laced
with dark humour. The core of Paul Jordan's eventful life, however, is the strength of his bonds with family and friends and the ability of the
human spirit to survive even the direst adversity.
Hand-picked, pressure-tested, and full of astronaut gung ho, the young pilots of Eye of the Viper are poised for the toughest assignment of
their career: the exhaustive six-month training course at Arizona's Luke Air Force Base, at a cost of $2 million each. Luke, the world's largest
fighter wing, is the only F-16 fighter training base in the United States, and each year it produces one thousand pilots who will fly the F-16
from Korea to Afghanistan to Iraq. But being among the elite pilots who are selected for the course is by no means a guarantee that they will
earn the right to fly the F-16. Only a few select individuals will have what it takes. Award-winning journalist Peter Aleshire provides a full blast
of the rigors and intensity of the course--the personalities, the incredible machines, the irreverence, the bravado, and the toughness, not only
of the hand-picked students seeking a place in the warrior subculture, but of the veteran pilots who must teach them how to stay alive.
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Meet Blackwater USA, the private army that the US government has quietly hired to operate in international war zones and on American soil.
Its contacts run from military and intelligence agencies to the upper echelons of the White House; it has a military base, a fleet of aircraft and
20,000 troops, but since September 2007 the firm has been hit by a series of scandals that, far from damaging the company, have led to an
unprecedented period of expansion. This revised and updated edition includes Scahill's continued investigative work into one of the outrages
of our time: the privatisation of war.
The first aircraft to be purposely designed as a radar-equipped nightfigher, Northrop's P-61 Black Widow was heavily influenced by early RAF
combat experience with radar-equipped aircraft in 1940/41. Built essentially around the bulky Radiation Laboratory SCR-720 radar, which
was mounted in the aircraft's nose, the P-61 proved to be the largest fighter ever produced for frontline service by the USAAF. Twin-engined
and twin-boomed, the Black Widow was armed with a dorsal barbette of four 0.50-in Browning machine guns and two ventrally-mounted 20
mm cannon. This volume features all the frontline users of the mighty P-61, and includes many first-hand accounts from pilots and gunners
who saw action in the Pacific, Mediterranean and Western Europe.
"It is rare to see a publication which includes personalities from both Shia and Sunni schools of thought and which is so much needed in
today's turbulent world. This book, I believe will . . . enrich our understanding of not only the historical but the contemporary history of the
Muslim."—Ahmed J. Versi, chief editor of The Muslim News (London) Who have been the Muslim world's most influential people? What were
their ideas, thoughts, and achievements? In one hundred short and engaging profiles of these extraordinary people, fourteen hundred years
of the vast and rich history of the Muslim world is unfolded. For anyone interested in getting an intimate view of Islam through its kings and
scholars, generals and sportsmen, architects and scientists, and many others—this is the book for you. Among those profiled are the Prophet
Muhammad, the Caliph Umar, Imam Husain, Abu Hanifa, Harun al-Rashid, al-Khwarizmi, al-Ghazali, Saladin, Rumi, Ibn Battuta, Sinan,
Ataturk, Iqbal, Jinnah, Ayatollah Khomeini, Malcolm X, and Muhammad Ali.
An action-packed adventure based on the award-winning videogame from id Software, the creators of DOOM® and QUAKE®, Rage follows
one man’s fight to save the future of humanity in a ravaged, post-apocalyptic world. The asteroid Apophis has annihilated Earth, and only a
small percentage of humanity’s best and brightest have been saved. Buried deep below the ground in life-sustaining Arks, these chosen few
are tasked with one vital mission—to restore civilization to a devastated planet hundreds of years after the impact. When Lieutenant Nick
Raine emerges from his Ark, he finds a future indistinguishable from nightmare. Humankind has not been entirely destroyed on the surface
world, and a primitive new society has emerged in which life is nasty, brutish, and short. Mutants and bandits prey upon the weak, and a
mysterious military group known as the Authority preys upon everyone. Worst of all, a would-be tyrant seeks to impose his will upon the
shattered planet. Armed with nothing more than his combat training and survival instincts, Raine must rise to meet the challenges of the
wasteland. From the Trade Paperback edition.
This top-flight series provides a review of the world's most exciting combat aircraft.
This volume brings together some of the leading researchers on early Islamic history and thought to study the legitimacy of violence.
“Here is what you will not find in the news–the personal cost of war written as clear and beautiful as literature worthy of the name
is. These stories are the real thing, passionate, imaginative, searing.” –Richard Bausch, author of Wives & Lovers The first book of
its kind, Operation Homecoming is the result of a major initiative launched by the National Endowment for the Arts to bring
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distinguished writers to military bases and inspire U.S. Marines, soldiers, sailors, and airmen and their families to record their
wartime experiences. Encouraged by such authors as Tom Clancy, Mark Bowden, Bobbie Ann Mason, Tobias Wolff, Jeff Shaara,
and Marilyn Nelson, American military personnel and their loved ones wrote candidly about what they saw, heard, and felt while in
Afghanistan and Iraq, as well as on the home front. Taken together, these almost one hundred never-before-published eyewitness
accounts, private journals, short stories, letters, and other personal writings become a dramatic narrative that shows the human
side of warfare. • the fear and exhilaration of heading into battle; • the interactions between U.S. forces and Afghans and Iraqis,
both as enemies and friends; • the boredom, gripes, and humorous incidents of day-to-day life on the front lines; • the anxiety and
heartache of worried spouses, parents, and other loved ones on the home front; • the sheer brutality of warfare and the physical
and emotional toll it takes on those who fight; • the tearful homecomings for those who returned to the States alive– and the
somber ceremonies for those who made the ultimate sacrifice for their nation. From riveting combat accounts to profound
reflections on warfare and the pride these troops feel for one another, Operation Homecoming offers an unflinching and intensely
revealing look into the lives of extraordinary men and women. What they have written is without question some of the greatest
wartime literature ever published. “Andrew Carroll has given America a priceless treasure.” –Tom Brokaw, on War Letters
Proceeds from this book will be used to provide arts and cultural programming to U.S. military communities. For more information,
please go to www.OperationHomecoming.gov.
American air power is a dominant force in today's world. Its ascendancy, evolving in the half century since the end of World War II,
became evident during the first Gulf War. Although a great deal has been written about military operations in Desert Shield and
Desert Storm, this deeply researched volume by Dr. Diane Putney probes the little-known story of how the Gulf War air campaign
plan came to fruition. Based on archival documentation and interviews with USAF planners, this work takes the reader into the
planning cells where the difficult work of building an air campaign plan was accomplished on an around-the-clock basis. The
tension among air planners is palpable as Dr. Putney traces the incremental progress and friction along the way. The author
places the complexities of the planning process within the context of coalition objectives. All the major players are here: President
George H. W. Bush, General H. Norman Schwarzkopf, General Colin Powell, General Chuck Horner, and Secretary of Defense
Richard Cheney. The air planning process generated much debate and friction, but resulted in great success-a 43-day conflict with
minimum casualties. Dr. Putney's rendering of this behind-the-scenes evolution of the planning process, in its complexity and even
suspense, provides a fascinating window into how wars are planned and fought today and what might be the implications for the
future. C. R. Anderegg Director of Air Force History
Hybrid warfare has been an integral part of the historical landscape since the ancient world, but only recently have analysts -
incorrectly - categorised these conflicts as unique. Great powers throughout history have confronted opponents who used a
combination of regular and irregular forces to negate the advantage of the great powers' superior conventional military strength. As
this study shows, hybrid wars are labour-intensive and long-term affairs; they are difficult struggles that defy the domestic logic of
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opinion polls and election cycles. Hybrid wars are also the most likely conflicts of the twenty-first century, as competitors use
hybrid forces to wear down America's military capabilities in extended campaigns of exhaustion. Nine historical examples of hybrid
warfare, from ancient Rome to the modern world, provide readers with context by clarifying the various aspects of conflicts and
examining how great powers have dealt with them in the past.
Details six- and ten-engined monsters of the 1950s. Coverage includes tech manual excerpts, engineering drawings, structural
and power plant review, cutaway drawings, and pilot analysis.
Cutting-edge in its scope and approach, this unique volume offers first-person accounts of modern genocides to enable readers to
more fully examine genocidal experiences and better understand the horror of such events. From the atrocities of the Holocaust to
the ongoing horrors in Darfur, genocide has been a gruesome and all-too-prominent fixture of modern history. There is no better
way to examine and understand these events than through the accounts of those involved. This unique collection of primary
sources features 50 documents, some of which have never before been made public. These firsthand accounts—diary entries,
memoirs, oral testimony, original interviews, and more—illuminate 10 genocides of the 20th and 21st centuries as they were
experienced by victims, perpetrators, and bystanders. The book begins with the Herero Genocide (1904–1907) and ends with a
consideration of the atrocities in Darfur. Each of the 50 documents features a brief introduction that provides basic and essential
information such as who created it as well as when, where, and why. The work concludes with an analysis comprised of scholarly
commentary, additional contextual information, and a list of questions that will serve as a springboard for student discussion of
history and of the nature of survival in the face of evil. • Examines 10 modern genocides that occurred between 1904 and 2004 •
Conveys the story of each genocide through primary source documents that detail historical and contemporary contexts •
Addresses not only the reality of modern genocides but also the consequences and impact on individuals • Challenges the
readers to look more carefully into the historic details of the genocide under discussion, fostering critical thinking and research •
Enables students and other readers to empathize more directly with the reality of massive human rights violations
Thieves of Baghdad is a riveting account of Colonel Matthew Bogdanos and his team's extraordinary efforts to recover over 5,000
priceless antiquities stolen from the Iraqi National Museum after the fall of Baghdad. A mixture of police procedural, treasure hunt,
war-time thriller, and cold-eyed assessment of the international black market in stolen art, Thieves of Baghdad also explores the
soul of a truly remarkable man: a soldier, a father, and a passionate, dedicated scholar.
An analysis of the pivotal role of technology in modern warfare focuses on four historical periods that shaped the rise and fall of
empires, in a narrative account that covers such topics as gunpowder, the Industrial Revolution, and stealth aircraft. First serial,
American Heritage.
This text examines the dogfights between the North American F-86 Sabres pitted against MiG-15s, which were flown by some of
the best fighter pilots in history. It contains personal accounts from F-86 pilots.
Wars dehumanize. This book humanizes. To those who have been silenced by the trauma of conflict, gagged by fear and
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conformity, and muted by the world’s indifference, this book gives a voice. And it is an unforgettable voice: powerfully, intimately
human, heart-wrenching and heart-warming in equal measure, singing a song of horror and of hope. Packed with eighty riveting
interviews from eleven conflict zones around the globe, Speaking Their Peace lets “ordinary” people tell their own extraordinary
stories of life during wartime and their efforts to build a better, more peaceful life for themselves, their families, and their societies.
This emotionally compelling book puts a human face on the news reports that usually skim the surface of the trauma of violent
conflict. Speaking Their Peace will change the way you think about how people cope with war and the transition from war to
peace.
Messianic Beliefs and Imperial Politics in Medieval Islam analyzes the role of Muslim messianic and apocalyptic beliefs in the
development of the 'Abbasid Caliphate to highlight connections between charismatic authority and institutional developments in the
early ninth century. Hayrettin Yücesoy studies the relationship between rulers and religion to advance understanding of the era's
political actions and, more specifically, to illustrate how messianic beliefs influenced 'Abbsid imperial politics and contributed to the
reshaping of the caliphate under al-Ma'mun (809-33) after a decade-long civil war. Yücesoy challenges traditional sociological
views that marginalize messianic beliefs as oppositional ideologies of disfranchised social classes to be used against the political
establishment. Instead he finds a mode of symbiosis between messianic beliefs, political reform, and imperial ambitions put in
motion by al-'Ma'mun's acute understanding of the sociopolitical and ideological context of his time. Yücesoy demonstrates how
the caliphate absorbed influences from the late antique world and Near Eastern cultures to fashion a prophetic vision that served
to undergird al-'Ma'mun's imperial aspirations. A comprehensive portrait of the caliph and his reign emerges from this study as a
result. By drawing on records of Muslim and non-Muslim apocalyptic prophecies circulating among the general public and
educated elites alike, this study demonstrates the pertinence of messianic beliefs to medieval Muslim politics and illustrates the
manner in which the caliph responded and shaped societal concerns on three distinct fronts: domestic fiscal and administrative
reforms, an increase in missionary and military activities, and religious reform. Yücesoy shows that political usefulness contributed
to the longevity of charismatic ideologies by addressing how the 'Abbsid ruling class adopted such beliefs as a medium to initiate
governmental reforms and expand their authority. This work adds new layers to ongoing interdisciplinary discourse about the
importance of religion in Islamic sociopolitical life, both historically and in the contemporary Muslim world.
"In 2012, the year 1433 of the Muslim calendar, the Islamic population throughout the world was estimated at approximately a
billion and a half, representing about one-fifth of humanity. In geographical terms, Islam occupies the center of the world,
stretching like a big belt across the globe from east to west."--P. vii.
Explores the complex dynamics of foreign policy in post-Cold War America, profiling Washington decision makers and providing
an analysis of the Clinton presidency.
This bibliography lists published and printed unit histories for the United States Air Force and Its Antecedents, including Air
Divisions, Wings, Groups, Squadrons, Aviation Engineers, and the Women's Army Corps.
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